
Pacific Electronic Enterprises, Inc.
Electronic & Mechanical Design, Engineering and Manufacture 

FAA • Military Avionic Repair Depot

Pacific Electronic Enterprises, Inc. was founded in 1953 as a military avionic repair depot.
Since its founding, the company’s capabilities have expanded to include commercial and
military manufacturing. Today, the company specializes in the overhaul and repair of a
wide spectrum of avionic equipment (communication, navigation, radar), ground-based
electronic systems, and the design and manufacture of electronic assemblies.

Clients include the United States Air Force, Marine Corps, Navy, Lockheed Martin,
Northrop Grumman and Foreign Military Support.

7471 Talbert Avenue
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Phone: 714-848-9091
Fax: 714-847-2474

Email: sales@pacificelectronic.com

50 Years of Avionic Excellence
Worldclass Military Repair Depot



Pacific Electronic Enterprises, Inc. (PEE) is one of the nation’s

most trusted overhaul and repair depots for military and

commercial aviation markets.  For 50 years, PEE has contributed

to our nation’s first line of defense by maintaining the integrity of

high performance communications, navigation and radar systems

with outstanding quality repair, technical excellence and on-time

delivery.   The company’s strong reverse engineering capability

– an absolute necessity in an effective repair depot – enables

PEE to provide cost-efficient and quick turnaround with quality

product.  The end result:  Flight readiness and quick react

defensive capability for the United States Military.

Electronic and Electromechanical Subcontract Assembly

PEE’s emergency response capabilities and unwavering
commitment to stringent quality standards has placed the company
among the front-line contractors when the government is looking for
immediate delivery on LRU’s and SRU’s. The company can change
its priority mix and reconfigure production lines to ensure that
products are delivered on time and on budget.

Avionic Repair Depot for F5, F15, F16, C130 and C141

•  Communications Equipment
•  Heads Up Displays
•  LV and HV Power Supplies
•  Electronic Warfare Systems

PEE has demonstrated proven technical expertise in the working
characteristics of numerous avionic subsystems and works
closely with the military to constantly upgrade and expand their
qualifications as a secondary repair source.

Fire Control Radar
APG66, APG68, ALQ 135, ALR56C and ALR56M

PEE is one of only a few companies in the country trusted with the
depot maintenance of the Air Force’s airborne warning system to
identify unfriendly aircraft. The company’s experience and
understanding of the operation of radar systems has earned
them the reputation as a qualified back-up support depot repair
center for this critical equipment that helps pilots recognize "friends
or foes."

Communications Repair Depot Airborne & Ground Support
ARC164, ARC186, ARC187

PEE is recognized as a highly qualified repair depot for airborne
and ground support communications equipment which enables
pilots to communication effectively. The company also maintains
and repairs navigation systems such as TACAN, ARN and LORAN.

Maintaining America’s First Line of Defense


